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"Empty Pleasures, a rich and rewarding read, makes the tools of cultural analysis available to a wide range of readers.
De la Pena's argument, that artificial sweeteners provide consumers with a way to exercise `indulgent restraint,' will
surely re-energi
Completely revised and redesigned with over 3,000 color photos and illustrations, facts on the latest tools and
techniques, and user-friendly instructions for a wide range of projects, this definitive do-it-yourself guide to home
repair,maintenance,and improvement, is designed to save you time and money. Since 1973 over 10 million copies of
READER’S DIGEST COMPLETE DO-IT-YOURSELF MANUAL have been sold. And now, the definitive “on-the-job”
manual has just gotten bigger and better than ever. The editors of Reader’s Digest and The Family Handyman magazine
have joined forces to completely revise, update, rewrite, and redesign this home improvement classic. The new edition
combines the best elements of the original manuals with The Family Handyman’s rich informational and photographic
archives, new illustrations and photographs, and the wisdom and experience of over 150 of the best experts in the field
today. COMPLETE DO-IT-YOURSELF MANUAL is written in a style of text that addresses readers in a very accessible,
conversational tone for easy, user-friendly assistance with every do-it-yourself task. All instructions and materials have
been updated to address current codes (electrical, plumbing and building), and revised to indicate the very latest in
materials, tools, and technology. Suitable for beginners and experts alike, the new innovative ideas and features include:
• Over 3,000 photos and illustrations including more than 1,500 new full-color photos and 100 new technical drawings •
New sidebars, such as Shop Smart, Handy Hints, Go Figure, and Safety First, providing readers with helpful information
• Two new chapters, Landscaping and Storage Projects that include material and cutting lists • Yellow-highlighter notes
of caution or important points to remember • Cross-references at the top of each page • Metrics are given with most
measurements throughout the text and a complete metric conversion chart is included at the rear of the book The book’s
tried-and-true instructions provide do-it-yourself solutions to a ton of problems that could cost a fortune if you had to hire
a professional. This manual is a “must-have” reference guide for every home-owning man or woman.
Traces the evolution of the magazine from a tiny operation run by DeWitt and Lila Wallace to an American institution
plagued by rivalries and greed
The groundbreaking work on being homosexual in America—available again only from Penguin Classics and with a new
foreword by Dan Savage Originally published in 1971, Merle Miller’s On Being Different is a pioneering and thoughtprovoking book about being homosexual in the United States. Just two years after the Stonewall riots, Miller wrote a
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poignant essay for the New York Times Magazine entitled “What It Means To Be a Homosexual” in response to a
homophobic article published in Harper’s Magazine. Described as “the most widely read and discussed essay of the
decade,” it carried the seed that would blossom into On Being Different—one of the earliest memoirs to affirm the
importance of coming out. For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in
the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
This illustrated dictionary containing 70,000-plus A-Z entries, locates elusive words through their definitions.
In the same vein as the first book in the series, True Crime, Volume 2, includes more than two dozen gripping tales of
murder, kidnapping, robbery, and much more from the Reader’s Digest archives. For more than 90 years, Reader’s
Digest has been telling the amazing true stories of real-life thrillers, unsolved mysteries, and tales of cold-blooded
murder—and of the regular folks caught up in these harrowing situations. Now we’ve pulled together a collection of more
than two dozen of these gripping narratives, including: The tale of the bank heist pulled off by a gang of old geezers The
bizarre story of Robert Durst, a real-estate heir accused of three grisly murders The case of the 1849 murder at Harvard
involving a professor The harrowing account of parents who saved their daughter from a serial killer The history of the
original Ponzi scheme The stories in True Crime, Volume 2, are for crime aficionados and novices alike, tantalizing
enough to hold your attention yet brisk enough to be your best beach or book club read. Enjoy the ride with a carjacker, a
wife killer, and modern-day pirates living on borrowed time. (Enjoy even more how they get their just deserts.)
Creepy, the quintessential horror comics anthology from Warren Publishing, always delivered a heaping helping of
horror! In this deluxe hardcover, which collects issues #94 through #98, you'll find uncanny fables of magical children,
shocking tales of extraterrestrial encounters, and barbaric stories of warrior apes! Top talents like Frank Frazetta,
Carmine Infantino, Bernie Wrightson, John Severin, Bruce Jones, and others contribute to this volume, which also
includes all original letters columns, text pieces, and ads--as well as a new foreword by Eisner Award-winner Jonathan
Case (Green River Killer, The Creep, Eerie Comics)!
Provide your mystery fans with background information on their favorite writers and series characters, and use this as a guide for adding
contemporary titles to your collections. • Provides interesting and informative profiles of 100 popular, contemporary mystery and crime writers
as well as overviews of their series characters • Contains over 60 author photographs • A bibliography lists information on each author's
works as well as supporting source materials for the profiles
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"Stories of the strange and unusual"--Jacket subtitle.
More than two dozen gripping tales of murder, kidnapping, robbery, and much more from the Reader’s Digest archives. For more than 90
years, Reader’s Digest has been telling the amazing true stories of real-life thrillers, unsolved mysteries, and tales of cold-blooded
murder—and of the regular folks caught up in these harrowing situations. Now we’ve pulled together a collection of more than two dozen of
these gripping narratives, including: A woman’s account of being taken hostage by a convenience store robber True crime writer Ann Rule’s
encounter with Ted Bundy before she knew he was a killer The case of the man who rigged the lottery The inside story of how Al Capone
was finally arrested for tax evasion The unlikely tale of a widower father who enlisted his teenage son and daughter to help rob banks These
modern classics are for crime aficionados and novices alike, tantalizing enough to hold your attention yet brisk enough to be your best beach
or book club read. Enjoy the ride with an airplane bomber, an identity thief, and a Bonnie-and-Clyde team living on borrowed time. (Enjoy
even more their comeuppance.)
"In 1963, thirteen-year-old Arthur is sentenced to community service helping the neighborhood Junk Man after he throws a brick at the old
man's head in a moment of rage, but the junk he collects might be more important than he suspects. Inspired by the work of American folk
artist James Hampton"-The first edition of Foods That Harm, Foods That Heal changed the way we view food and its impact on our bodies. More than 7 million
copies of the book have been sold worldwide since then, and interest in food as medicine has only grown as researchers have continued to
discover the crucial connections between diet and chronic conditions such as heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and other serious illnesses, as
well as the impact of food on stress, insomnia, and other common complaints. In this completely revised, updated, and redesigned edition,
you'll find: More than 90 health condition entries from arthritis to insomnia to heart disease Almost 150 food entries from apples to zucchini,
including fast food, additives, and more Simple ways to eat, cook, and store each food Food-medicine interactions to be aware of Sidebars on
everything from the new USDA Food Plate to the many benefits of vitamin D, probiotics and super foods like goji berries and acai.
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
First-person accounts and gorgeous landscape photos paired with practical information and tips to help travelers make the most of their
journeys through more than 40 national parks. National parks are America’s most-beloved treasures. The editors of Reader’s Digest
magazine reveal first-person accounts and gorgeous landscape photos paired with practical information and tips to help travelers make the
most of their journeys through these unique areas. Included you’ll find information on more than 40 national parks and incredible images
from readers. Plus: • A historical introduction along with a national park timeline. • An illustrated map of each state for each national park
story, pointing out the location of the park within the state with a marker. • Inspirational and gorgeous photos in gallery sections for each
region to make this a terrific coffee table book or gift for travelers. • Then and now comparison photos of national parks. • Helpful added
information, including possible rest stops, can’t-miss area hot spots, fun facts, handy advice for planning ahead, possible side trips and
nearby attractions. Whether you’re an armchair traveler or ready to pack and roll, Great American Road Trips: National Parks has everything
that you are looking for. List of parks covered: WEST Denali National Park, Alaska Joshua Tree National Park, California Lassen Volcanic
National Park, California Pinnacles National Park, California Redwood National Park, California Sequoia National Park and Kings Canyon
National Park, California Yosemite National Park, California Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park, Colorado Great Sand Dunes
National Park, Colorado Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado Hawaii Volcanoes National Park,
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Hawaii Glacier National Park, Montana Great Basin National Park, Nevada Crater Lake National Park, Oregon Canyonlands National Park,
Utah Zion National Park, Utah Mount Rainier National Park, Washington North Cascades National Park, Washington Olympic National Park,
Washington Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana SOUTHWEST Grand Canyon
National Park, Arizona Saguaro National Park, Arizona Big Bend National Park, Texas Guadalupe Mountains National Park, Texas
MIDWEST Indiana Dunes National Park, Indiana Isle Royale National Park, Michigan Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan Sleeping
Bear Dunes National Lakeshore, Michigan Theodore Roosevelt National Park, North Dakota Badlands National Park, South Dakota Apostle
Islands National Lakeshore, Wisconsin EAST Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas Canaveral National Seashore, Florida Everglades
National Park, Florida Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky Acadia National Park, Maine Congaree National Park, South Carolina Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, Tennessee Shenandoah Valley and Shenandoah National Park, Virginia Virgin Islands National Park

This compelling anthology has beendrawn from the archives of Reader’sDigest magazine, and features firstperson accounts of
adventure, courage,horror and triumph. This is the story ofthe war as experienced by soldiers andcivilians – ordinary people
caught inextraordinary times – whose tales givea powerful insight into the the conflictthat changed the world. My Ride on
aTorpedo, by the captain of the destroyerSt Laurent in 1940, describes how hisquick thinking saved an entire shipwhen a
600-pound warhead of TNTbroke loose on deck; Night Train toChittagong tells of a dangerous railwayjourney from Bengal; in
Christmas Eveat Frontstalag 122 a leader of the Frenchunderground network tells how a coldheartedNazi prison guard melted
beforehis charges’ makeshift crèche.The facsimile articles offer afascinating and nostalgic glimpse of thepersonal side of war, all
recounted ininimitable Reader’s Digest style.
A clear, fresh and frequently surprising guide to good, nutritious food; Inside you will find expert, unbaised information on what is
good for us and what is not. The Reader’s Digest Quintessential Guides do what the Reader’s Digest does better than anyone:
the best advice, straight to the point. It will help you sort out the facts, clearing the path to the best, healthiest food for your well
being. Inside you will learn: The best food to avoid The best food to seek out how to transform your diet for better health and still
savor and enjoy great-tasting food This is your basic guide to modern nutrition, covering hundereds of everyday foods and
ingredients.
What's in the aisles of your favorite dollar store and how can you use them in multiple ways? 99 Cent Solutions contains 1465
smart and frugal uses for everyday items that save you time and money. 99 Cent Solutions helps you save money, time and
aggravation with 1465 ways to use common, everyday items found at the dollar store, grocery store or hardware store! Save
money on groceries, health and beauty, cleaning supplies, housewares, tools and more. Did you know you can... -Use bubble
wrap to protect freshly planted trees? -Use ketchup to make copper glow? -Use a bandage to in place of a thimble? -Use a bungee
cord as a yoga strap? -Use a party balloon as an ice pack? -Use baking soda between paving stones to keep weeds away?
Chapters: -Groceries -Healthy & Beauty - Outdoor Spaces -Cleaning & Home Supplies -Housewares -Notions -School & Party
Supplies -Tools
Presents a collection of humorous anecdotes from the magazine's "Life in these United States" column, which is composed of
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readers' contributions
More than two dozen timeless favorites from the Reader’s Digest archives. From everyday heroes to larger-than-life characters,
small moments to historic events, the unforgettable stories in Reader's Digest come alive as never before in this keepsake book.
Our editors have combed the archives for the narratives—sometimes funny, often poignant, always inspirational—that still strike
deep chords today, such as: The gripping tale of a North Carolina woman and her Shepherd, Gandalf, who found a lost Boy Scout
in the woods during their first search-and-rescue job The tragic account of the crash of the Columbia Space Shuttle The miracle of
the old letter that led to a couple being reunited after nearly 60 years apart The heroic actions of an eighteen-year-old girl who
carried a young boy to safety after being pulled out to sea in a riptide The hilarious anecdote about the one exception to humorist
Calvin Trillin’s happy childhood, a sickly collie named Chubby Featuring the best of the best fron the present and past, this
collection of timeless favorites will thrill your senses, warm your heart, and brighten your day.
Some of us take pride and pleasure in our needlework skills, while others of us have been drawn to sewing crafts but haven't been
confident enough to try them. Happily, this book is a gold mine of instruction and inspiration for everyone, whatever your level of
skill.
A hilarious collection of the funniest family-friendly jokes, quotes, stories, cartoons, and anecdotes from the past 100 years of
Reader’s Digest magazine. A little chuckle every day will keep the doctor away. Editors have mined the Reader’s Digest archives
to bring you Laughter Is the Best Medicine, All-Time Favorites, a collection of the most hilarious jokes and anecdotes we’ve come
across over the years. As you turn the pages of our newest collection, you’ll realize once again that laughter is always the best
medicine. If evolution really works, how come mothers have only two hands? –Milton Berle The game card said: “Name three
wars.” My teenage daughter’s response: “Civil War, Revolutionary War, and Star Wars.” Keep your temper. Nobody wants it.
–Dearborn Independent Check out this billion-dollar idea. A smoke detector that shuts off when you yell, “I’m just cooking!”
Anthropologists have discovered a 50-million-year-old human skull with three perfectly preserved teeth intact. They're not sure, but
they think it may be the remains of the very first hockey player. –Jay Leno This collection of laugh-out-loud, clean jokes, one-liners,
and other lighthearted glimpses of life—drawn from Reader’s Digest magazine’s most popular humor columns—is sure to tickle the
funny bone. Packed with cartoons, quotes, quips, and stories contributed by professional comedians, joke writers, and readers of
the magazine, this side-splitting compilation pokes fun at the facts and foibles of daily routines, illustrating that life is often funnier
than fiction.

Describes Christmas customs around the world, recounts the history of Christmas, and shares Christmas poems and
stories
Crosswords, word searches, trivia, logic and numerical games—these teasers are all designed to inspire and stimulate the
mind. ACTIVATE your thinking muscles. It’s too easy just to turn on the TV and let the images of the day wash over us,
leaving brain cells unchallenged and a bit sad. Keep your
brain happy with this mind stretching collection of puzzles.
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Crosswords, word searches, trivia, logic and numerical games—these teasers are all designed to inspire and stimulate the
mind. So turn off the dreaded box and turn to Mind Stretchers—you’ll be entertained, learn new things, wake up your
brain and it’s definitely more fun than watching the news.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows
just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or
a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative,
creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant
owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first, for special
occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes
available to her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three million
results. Where do you start? What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do
spirit her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely
new, plus a few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds
of her beautiful color photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable, uncompromised home
cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a
sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so often they become your
own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield
amazing results in a minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of
cooking for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make perfect
side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe Cake,
Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion.
Want to feel smarter? Want to have the perfect quip at the tip of your tongue? Use Your Words combines Word Power
Quizzes and Quotable Quotes from Reader's Digest, Amercia's Most Popular Magazine so you can do just that! Use
Your Words is part word quiz book and part quote book, combined together in themed sections. It will be a combination
of 2 of our most popular columns in Reader’s Digest Magazine—Word Power and Quotable Quotes. Quotable Quotes, as
it appears today, first ran in January 1934. It was proceeded by similar quote columns, including Remarkable Remarks,
which ran in the first ever issue of Reader's Digest in February 1922, and Significant Sayings, which ran in June 1922.
These first columns featured the great minds of the day, including Herbert Hoover (before he became president), Lady
Astor, and John D. Rockefeller. The quotes were, and continue to be, collected from a variety of books, speeches,
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journals, and articles. We've quoted both living and dead people. The column hasn't changed much, except for the art. It
began as a one-page list of quotes and continues to be a one-page list of quotes. Quotable Quotes is second to Laughter
the Best Medicine in column popularity. Word Power first ran in January 1945—January 2020 will mark 75 years. Word
Power's creator, Wilfred Funk, was a poet and lexicographer—his family was the “Funk” of the reference publisher Funk
& Wagnalls. He presented his quiz idea to Dewitt Wallace in 1944. Wilfred's son Peter Funk wrote the column from the
1960s to the 1990s. Current writers are a married couple who are well-known in the crossword/puzzle world:
https://www.theatlantic.com/past/docs/unbound/wordgame/crbio.htm The column hasn’t changed much—it has 15 words
now instead of 20. It has themed columns (car words, Italian words) rather than words based on RD. It has a sidebar that
goes in-depth on something related to the theme. Word Power is our 3rd most popular column in the magazine.
Flowering Earth is an extraordinary work in which Peattie explores the origin and significance of plant life with an
unmatched sense of astonishment and reflection. According to The New York Times, his prose in Flowering Earth “is
pervaded by a continuous sense of beauty and illuminative insight,” and Books hails it as a piece “for people who are
refreshed by any sort of emancipation from the trivial…”
Provides instructions for every step of creating a digital biography, in a book-and-disk kit that features a DVD program
into which life stories can be entered and combined with photographs and scans of personal mementos. 12,500 first
printing.
This collection showcases over 40 timeless stories that make you feel deeply and stick with you, along with cartoons,
jokes, and readers' warm and funny true anecdotes. From everyday heroes to larger-than-life characters, small moments
to historic events, the unforgettable stories in Reader's Digest come alive as never before in this keepsake book. Our
editors have combed the archives for the narratives that thrill your senses, warm your heart, lift your spirits and leave you
amazed or simply grateful for your connection with fellow humans, including: *Pilot Down: The Rescue of Scott
O'Grandy--An Air Force captain policing a NATO "No Fly Zone" is struck by a missile and must use his ejection seat and
parachute down into enemy territory. *The Pig That Changed My Life--The author agrees to take in what he's told is a
mini pig. At first he hides the pig in his office, but his partner finds out and is upset. Nevertheless, they keep the pig and
call it Esther. Esther grows up to be 650 pounds, sleeps with them along with 2 cats and 2 dogs, and wins the whole
family over with her antics. The humans become vegan. *To My Daughter on Acquiring Her First Car--This is a lovely
letter written by a father to his daughter as he gets her a car. It is a fond but serious plea that she not take lightly the
responsibility of working this machine, that her and many others’ lives depend on her good judgement and care.
In the Reader's Digest Funny Family Jokes we have compiled some of the funniest jokes, riddles, and one-liners that can
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be shared across generations, around the dinner table or the campfire. Truly, there's something for everyone from 9 to
99. "Knock! Knock! Who's there? Justin. Justin who? Justin the neighborhood and thought I'd come over." Reader's
Digest has a long tradition of providing our readers with laughter through our many humor features. In the Reader's
Digest Funny Family Jokes we have compiled some of the funniest jokes, riddles, and one-liners that can be shared
across generations, around the dinner table or the campfire. Truly, there's something for everyone from 9 to 99. We hope
you and your family will take the time to read, share and laugh together. Did you hear that NASA has launched several
cows into orbit? It was the herd shot around the world.
Alive! is a heart-stopping collection of survival stories from the archives of Reader’s Digest’s ‘Drama in Real Life’
series. Readers will be on the edge of their seats as they are drawn into the dramatic tales of everyday people suddenly
cast into life or death situations. Editors have mined the Reader’s Digest archives to bring readers Alive! Extraordinary
Stories of Ordinary People Who Survived Deadly Tornadoes, Avalanches, Shipwrecks and More. In “Super Storm,” Rick
Gregory, an off-duty patrolman watches an F3 tornado ravage his small Tennessee town where split-second decisions
make the difference between life and death. In “Avalanche!” Luke Edgar, a young father and backcountry snowboarder
goes out with a buddy for a fun day on Mt. Rainier and gets buried alive in an avalanche. “Swarm,” tells the story of the
Walker family, out for a day trip in the Florida marsh when they get entangled in a yellow-jacket nest. The mother,
Debbie, fighting anaphylactic shock must leave her injured husband and children in order to find help as time runs out.
Adventure writer Tim Cahill recounts how he barely survives the extreme heat of Death Valley despite his experience as
an outdoorsman in “Across the Valley of Fire”; and in “Pacific Cyclone,” Tony Farrington tells the harrowing story of the
crews of three sailboats who run into an unimaginable storm in the normally calm South Pacific. Whether out on a
planned adventure or simply in the wrong place at the wrong time, the heroes of these stories are connected by their
fierce desire to survive against all odds. Wildfires, blizzards, attacks by grizzlies, jet crashes in the jungle, are just some
of the conditions people face in these stories of survival. Readers will be on the edge of their seats as they follow
adventurers and laymen alike as they face down nature’s fury in the most extreme circumstances, and find strength they
didn’t know they had, proving the depth and resilience of the human spirit. As Tim Cahill so elegantly puts it, “Then I
knew, really knew, that there is a way to get from one extreme to the other, the peaks and valleys. And there is a beauty
so fierce only savage emotions like fear and triumph allow us to see it.”
Hailed on the front page of the New York Times Book Review as a "hugely detailed, engagingly written history", this is
the first behind-the-scenes account of one of the greatest American success stories of this century. Front page reviews in
major publications.
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Laughter is an instant antidote to stress and anxiety and with this hilarious book you will soon be feeling on top of the
world. Crammed with jokes, cartoons, witticisms and script extracts which enable you to appreciate the genius behind
comedy classics such as Hancock's 'The Blood Donor'.
Choosing to sell the farmhouse has consequences no one saw coming... A Week in Winter is Marcia Willett's engrossing
and sympathetic portrayal of a family in turmoil. The perfect read for fans of Katie Fforde and Veronica Henry.
'Wonderfully evocative' - Devon Life When Maudie Todhunter finally decides she must sell Moorgate, her beautiful
farmhouse on the edge of Bodmin Moor, she anticipates strong objections from her family - particularly from Selina, her
stepdaughter, with whom she has never seen eye to eye. But no one could have predicted the feelings that Moorgate
evokes or the consequences... What readers are saying about A Week in Winter: 'The characters are so believable and
you grow to love them' 'Another brilliant gem from writer Marcia Willett' 'Just like her other novels, this one excels in its
description of the various characters and draws you into the moving story with sharp observation and compassion'
Any reader who has ever fallen in love with a house will understand the attraction of Moorgate, a light-and-fresh-air-filled
old farmhouse on the edge of the moor in Cornwall. The enchanting house now belongs to seventy-something Maudie
Todhunter, the late Lord Todhunter's free-spirited second wife. (The first wife, Hilda, was supposedly a paragon of virtue,
and Maudie has always felt second-best.) The light of Maudie's life is her vivacious stepgranddaughter, Posy, who begs
Maudie to board a giant English mastiff whom Posy's mean-spirited mother has banned from the house. (The large and
ungainly Polonius is an impossibly lovable canine who outshines Lassie by a mile and is destined to become a favorite of
readers worldwide.) When Maudie decides to sell Moorgate, all kinds of old family secrets come to light, and so the saga
begins. Along the way, Rob, the contractor of Moorhouse, falls in love with a woman who has a sad secret. Posy's father
falls in love with someone kinder than his shrewish wife. Maudie must reevaluate someone she'd fallen in love with years
ago. And as the connections intertwine between the past and the present, many unexpected alliances form. Vivid, lushly
written, and entirely unforgettable, this all-absorbing novel provides the kind of abundant reading experience that will
leave readers eagerly looking forward to more from this newly discovered and superbly talented author. A Week in Winter
achieves a combined richness of character and circumstance that raises it above most modern contemporary fiction, and
Marcia Willett is a writer to discover and to celebrate.
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